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ABSTRACT
MICROENGINEERED SENSOR DEVICES WITH
FIELD EMISSION ELECTRON SOURCES
by
Chao Sun

This dissertation describes the design, simulation, fabrication, and characterization of a
microengineered pressure sensor device and a microengineered mass spectrometer device,
both of which use field emission cathode tip arrays as electron sources. VLSI and MEMS
process techniques are used to scale down the dimensions from existing vacuum pressure
sensors and mass spectrometers.
The microengineered pressure sensor device is fabricated on a silicon substrate
approximately 1 cm by 1 cm. It consists of an electron source in the form of cathode tip
array structure, an electron accelerating space which includes a gas ionization volume,
and an ion collection electrode. The electrons emitted from the cathode are accelerated to
energies high enough to ionize neutral gas molecules in the ionization volume. The ions
are then collected by a negatively biased electrode located at center of the device. This
pressure sensor device further utilizes a magnetic field created by a permanent magnet to
lengthen the electron trajectory. It is the first report of a magnetic ionizing type pressure
(vacuum) sensor with a field emission electron source on a chip. The test results show
that the ion current is a linear function of pressure and is consistent with the theoretical
modeling and simulation.
The microengineered mass spectrometer device is fabricated using two silicon
substrates approximately 1 cm by 1 cm, where one is a cathode electron source and the
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

This dissertation describes the design, simulation, fabrication, and characterization of a
microengineered pressure sensor device and a microengineered mass spectrometer device,
both of which use field emission cathode tip arrays as electron sources. VLSI and MEMS
process techniques are used to scale down the dimensions from existing vacuum pressure
sensors and mass spectrometers. The microengineered pressure sensor device is
fabricated on a silicon substrate approximately 1cm by I cm. It consists of an electron
source in the form of cathode tip array structure, an electron accelerating space which
includes a gas ionization volume, and an ion collection electrode. The electrons emitted
from the cathode are accelerated to energies high enough to ionize neutral gas molecules
in the vacuum of the ionization volume. The ions are collected by a negatively biased
electrode located at center of the device. The ion current is proportional to the vacuum
pressure being measured. This pressure sensor device further utilizes a magnetic field
created by a permanent magnet to lengthen the electron trajectory. The microengineered
mass spectrometer device is fabricated using two silicon substrates approximately lcm by
lcm, where one is a cathode electron source and the other is the ion collector. An external
electron source is not needed. A field emission cathode tip array is used as an electron
source to ionize the input gas molecules. The ions are extracted by an electric field and
follow a curved trajectory that is determined by the ion mass, charge state and the crossed
combination of static electric and magnetic fields. The separated ions are then collected at
different locations on the parallel planar electrodes.
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There is a growing interest worldwide in the concept and possible applications of
miniature, micro and even nanoscale devices. These microengineered pressure sensor and
mass spectrometer devices are the unique outgrowth of this interest. The objectives of this
research are to develop a micro sensor for innovating the existing ionization type vacuum
sensor, and to develop a portable, economical mass spectrometer system for in-situ gas
detection and analyses.
In chapter two, the basic principles of ionization type pressure (vacuum) sensor
and mass spectrometer are described. Some important properties and design equations are
developed and discussed. The basic concepts and relations of vacuum and gas pressure
parameters necessary for this design are also developed in this chapter.
Chapter three includes the fundamental field emission theory and basic features of
vacuum microelectronics. The Fowler-Nordheim equation is illustrated and discussed.
Chapter four describes the design of the microengineered pressure sensor and
mass spectrometer devices. Several different design structures for these devices with the
respective electron and ion trajectories are shown. Advantages and disadvantages of each
structure are discussed. The optimized design is determined. Sensitivity and some other
important parameters of the devices are modeled and developed.
Chapter five details the process methodology for fabrication and integration of the
microengineered pressure sensor and mass spectrometer devices.
Chapter six describes the device characterization. Ion current vs. pressure
behaviors are measured and compared with theoretical calculations. The testing results
discussed.
Chapter seven gives the summary.

CHAPTER 2
PRINCIPLE OF IONIZATION SENSOR AND MASS SPECTROMETER

This chapter reviews briefly the basic principles of ionization type pressure sensors and
mass spectrometers. The basic concepts and relations of vacuum and gas pressure
parameters necessary for this design are developed in this chapter.

2.1 Ionizing Type Vacuum Sensor
The first part of this research dealt with the design and fabrication of a microengineered
ionization type pressure sensor device. VLSI and MEMS process techniques are used to
fabricate this device. The dimensions of the ionization pressure sensor are scaled down to
1 cm by 1 cm. The operation of this device is similar to that of traditional ion vacuum
gauge. It is based on ionization of gas molecules by electron impact and the subsequent
collection of these ions at a collector. This positive ion current is proportional to pressure,
provided that all other parameters, including temperature, are held constant. In this
pressure sensor, a magnetic field is employed to increase the electron path length and
number of ionizing collisions. The structure of this pressure sensor device is a
combination of hot-cathode and cold-cathode ionization gauges. It possesses all
advantages of both hot and cold cathodes gauge but eliminates some drawbacks of them,
such as the additional vapor pressure due to the residual gas produced by the hot filament
in the hot-cathode gauge, and non-linearity of the ion current as a function of pressure in
the cold-cathode gauge.

3
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2.1.1 Hot Cathode Vacuum Gauge
The conventional hot cathode gauge resembles a triode vacuum tube having a central
cathode concentrically stretched in a cylindrical loosely wound grid (the electron
collector) and a metallic cylinder referred to as the anode (the ion collector) (Figure 2.1).
The gauge is operated in the electrical circuit shown in Figure 2.2. The cathode, a
tungsten filament typically biased at 30V dc above ground potential, emits electrons
which are accelerated to the grid by the potential difference between cathode and grid,
typically 150-200V. Most of the accelerated electrons pass through the grid where their
direction of motion is reversed because of the oppositely directed field of the ion collector
(Figure 2.3). Electrons could distribute throughout the shaded area illustrated in Figure
2.3, cycles back and forth until they strike the grid where they are collected. Some of the
electrons collide along their path with residual gas molecules and, if they possess enough
energy, produce an ion-electron pair. Owing to the distribution of potential in the ionizing
region, electrons are decelerated so that they are inefficient for producing ionization over
a large portion of their trajectory. The positively charged ions produced are repelled by
both the positively biased cathode and the electron collector, and they are collected at the
ion collector, usually maintained at ground. Electrons resulting from the ionization
process are collected at the grid together with the electrons emitted from the cathode. If
the emission current is maintained constant, the ion current is proportional to gas
pressure. The linear relationship between ion current and gas pressure fails below 10 -8
Torr and above 10 -3 Torr. In the lower range of pressure this is due to the residual currents
(x ray) to the collector. In the upper pressure range electrons of low energy are created
owing to the high frequency of electron and residual gas molecule collisions. These

5

electrons, which cannot yield ionization, are collected at the grid and measured as part of
the emission current. This reduces the value of the gauge sensitivity [1-2].

Figure 2.1 Conventional triode vacuum gauge.
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mA

180V

30V

Figure 2.2 Electrical circuit to operate the conventional triode gauge.

Figure 2.3 Schematic electron trajectory in a conventional triode gauge.

2.1.2 Cold Cathode Vacuum Gauge
The gauge tube illustrated in Figure 2.4 is the cold cathode vacuum gauge developed by
Penning. In this gauge a pair of cathode plates is arranged on either side of a ring-shaped
anode. A 2kV dc source in series with a resistor and an ammeter is connected to the
electrodes, and a magnetic field is arranged parallel to the electrode axis. The
arrangement of the electric and magnetic fields causes electrons to travel long distances in
spiral paths before finally colliding with the anode. These long trajectories considerably
enhance the ionization probability and result in a gauge with a much higher ionization
efficiency than that without a magnetic field. The total current, which is the sum of the
electron and positive ion currents, is so great that a current amplifier is not needed.
Output currents of 1 to 5 mA/mTorr are typical [1-2].

Figure 2.4 Penning type cold cathode gauge.

9

2.2 Mass Spectrometer
The second focus of this research is the design and fabrication of a microengineered mass
spectrometer. Mass spectrometers are used to measure the ratio of mass to electric charge
of a molecule or atom. There are several forms of mass spectrometer but the basic
principle of operation is common: first the gas molecules are ionized, then accelerated
and separated into groups according to their mass-to-charge values, and finally detected
(Figure 2.5).
The means of ionization are fairly standard, the gas molecules being bombarded
by electrons. The acceleration is done by electric field, while the separation is
accomplished using magnetic deflection, resonance or time of flight techniques. A variety
of methods have been developed for each of the three stages of particle identification.
Other methods have been developed into portable instruments.
Among a variety of the commonly used mass spectrometers, the semicircular,
homogeneous field design first reported by Dempster, is still widely employed either as a
single magnetic analyzer, or in conjunction with electrostatic lenses. The microengineered
mass spectrometer described in this dissertation is based on this mass separation method.
Typical ion trajectories for the 180° magnet arrangement are shown in Figure 2.6,
assuming a highly collimated ion beam.
Let singly charged ions be produced and accelerated through a potential V c , thus
acquiring a kinetic energy of magnitude eV c . If this accelerating potential V e is large
compared with the initial energy distribution of the ions, we can assume that all ions enter
the magnetic field with a discrete velocity which is given by

10

Figure 2.5 Functional drawing of a mass spectrometer shows ionization area,
mass separation area, and ion detection area.

Ion source

Figure 2.6 Ion paths in a homogeneous 180° magnetic sector.
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If the magnetic field B is perpendicular to the velocity vector of the ions, the ions
will be deflected into a circular orbit with radius r, resulting from the balancing of the
centrifugal force with the Lorentz force Bev

where the unitless constant c will depend upon the magnetic sector angle. For the 180°

14

Although the 180° analyzer possesses good directional focusing properties, there
are definite limitations on the sharpness of the line image, even if the ions are
monoenergetic and the magnetic field is perfectly homogeneous. Consider Figure 2.7, in
which ions leaving a source have a half-angle of divergence, a, and rays are drawn with
equal radii from centers of circular orbits from points 0, 0', and 0". When a is large, the
central ray will not coincide with the peripheral rays, and at the 180° boundary the image
width will be of magnitude a 2 r. (At the 360° boundary, i.e., initial source position, this
aberration will vanish, but so will all mass dispersion).
It is obvious that the greatest resolution of ions is obtained by using a deflection of
180°. However this requires a relatively large system and a magnet of large-pole-piece
area since the field must be uniform over the whole ion path. More compact and lighter
mass spectrometers with deflections of 120°, 90°, and 60° were built, but the resolution
of these instruments is not as high as for those with 180° angular deflection.
Besides the single magnetic deflection type mentioned above there are other types
of mass spectrometers: double-focusing spectrometer, multiple magnet system, the
cycloidal spectrometer, cyclotron resonance spectrometer, the time-of-flight spectrometer,
quadrupole spectrometer and special type spectrometers [3].

Figure 2.7 Angular aberration in the 180° sector
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2.3 Basic Concepts of Vacuum and Gas Pressure
The field emission type sensors are operated in a high vacuum environment. A gaseous
environment where pressure or density is below that of standard atmosphere is termed a
vacuum. The physical quantity used to characterize such an environment is the gas
pressure. Usually vacuum is obtained by removing gas from an airtight vessel by some
means of pumping. In the absence of a gas load, the degree of vacuum in the vessel
increases as the pressure of the residual gases decreases.
Generally speaking, pressure is a convenient parameter to characterize vacuum.
However, below certain limits of gas rarefaction, pressure is not adequate to explain
phenomena that take place in the vacuum, and other physical
quantities, such as the density of molecules and the mean free path, can characterize it
more exactly. The meaning and magnitude of these quantities is given by the kinetic
theory of gases. According to this theory, a gas is a collection of an enormous number of
particles (molecules) moving along random directions, colliding with each other, and
changing their direction of motion with each collision. For a gas sample of mass M,
having a known absolute temperature T, and molecular weight m, the product of the
pressure P and volume V is given by
PV

=

—

RT

(2.11)

where M/m is the number of moles and R is an universal constant,
R = 62.36 Torr • liter / K • mole . Equation (2.11) is the general gas law. The number of
molecules n per unit volume is

1'7

If P is expressed in Ton, and R in Torr•cm 3 /K, the number of molecules per cm 3 is given
by

where k is the Boltzmann constant and expressed as k=R/N A =1.035x10 -22 Ton•liter/K•
mole.
Gas molecules collide with each other. These collisions produce a distribution of
velocities. Maxwell and Boltzmann expressed the distribution of the velocities by the
relationship [4]
1 do
= fv =
n dv

4
Tc I/ 2

—MV

2

3/2 2
)
V exp( )
(
2 kT
2kT

(2.16)

where fv is the fractional number of molecules in the velocity range between v and v+dv,
per unit of velocity range, and m is the mass of molecule. The distribution function of the
velocities of molecules in the x direction is ginen as
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1 dn
n dv

x=f

vx

=( m

1/2

27tkT)

exp(

-nly 2

x ),
2 kT

(2.17)

The number of molecules striking a unit area of surface (perpendicular to the x direction),
per unit time is given by
(I) = jv x dn x .

(2.18)

The symbol (1) is the incident flux density rate. By introducing dn, from equation (2.17)
into (2.18) and integrating, it results that
n

(

2kT ) 1/2

(2.19)

27 1/2 m

By using equation (2.14), the incident flux density rate (1) becomes
( = 3 . 513x10 22

P
(mT)' /2

(molec./cm 2 s)

(2.20)

where P is in Torr, m is the molecular weight of the gas and T is the absolute temperature.
The average distance traversed by a molecule between successive collisions is its
mean free path ?L. A molecule having a diameter 6 and a velocity v moves at a distance v•
dt in the time dt. The molecule suffers a collision with another molecule when its center
is within the distance 6 of the center of another molecule, therefore sweeps out without
collision a cylinder of diameter 26. This cylinder has a volume
dV =

4

(26) 2

vdt.

(2.21)

Since there are n molecules per cm 3 , the volume associated with one molecule is on the
average 1/n cm 3 . When the volume dV is equal to 1/n, it must contain on the average one
other molecule, thus indicating that a collision has occurred. If t=dt is the average time
between collisions,
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1
—

n

2

(2.22)

nu VT

then the ballistic mean free path X, is
(2.23)

v-r

X,

Ttn8 2
If we consider the more realistic case, in which not only the reference molecule is in
motion but also the others, then equation (2.23) must be re-written
X, --

1
Tcn8 2

(2.24)
Vr

where v is the absolute velocity, while v, is relative velocity of the molecules.
When the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of velocities is also considered,
results in
V

1

(2.25)

Vr

and
1

(2.26)

7m8 2
By using equation (2.14), X, becomes

z

X, 2.33x 10 -20 • (cm)
p

(2.27)

where T is in K, 8 in cm, and P in Torr.
Figure 2.8 illustrates the variation of the quantities expressed by Equations (2.14),
(2.20), and (2.27) in different vacuum ranges. The calculated values of n, (1), and ? are
shown in Table 2.1. These parameters are used to determine the sensitivity of the
microengineered mass spectrometer device in chapter four.
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Figure 2.8 Variation of the number density of molecules n, ballistic mean free path X,
and molecular incidence rate 4) as a function of pressure P [4].

21

Table 2.1 (a) Values of molecular density n, molecular incidence rate (1), and ballistic
mean free path X, as a function of pressure P, for air at 25°C [4].

22

2.4 Ionization Source
Ions are created in mass spectrometers by impact ionization. Figure 2.9 is an ionization
chamber that might be used in a mass spectrometer. Electrons from the filament or field
emitter are drawn across the chamber to the anode. While crossing this space some of the
electrons collide with gas molecules, strip off one or more of their electrons, and create
positive ions.
The positive ion production is not the same for all gases. Table 2.2 gives the total
positive ion cross sections relative to N2 for several common gases at an ionizing energy
of 70 eV. Although the ionization cross section does not peak at the same energy for all
gases, it is generally greatest for most gases somewhere in the 50-to-150 eV range. The
devices designed in this thesis operate at a potential between 50V and 100V and take
advantage of the higher ion yield.
The ion production of each species is proportional to its density or partial
pressure. Consider a sample of a gas mixture containing only equal portions of nitrogen,
oxygen and hydrogen whose total pressure is 3x10 -7 Ton. A mass scan of this mixture
would show three main peaks of unequal amplitudes. All other factors being equal, the
main oxygen peak would be slightly larger and the hydrogen peak about half as large as
the nitrogen peak because of differences in relative sensitivity or ionizer yield. If,
however, the total pressure of the gas mixture were doubled to 6x10 -7 Ton, the
amplitudes of each of the three main peaks would double. In other words, the instrument
is linear with pressure. Linearity of the ionizer extends to a maximum total pressure of the
order 10 -5 Ton. At higher pressure, space charge effects and gas collisions become
important. The ions produced in the space between the filament (or field emitter) and

anode are drawn out of that region, focused, and accelerated toward the mass separation
space in any mass spectrometer.

24

Table 2.2 Experimental total ionization cross sections (70V) for selected gases

CHAPTER 3
FIELD EMISSION ELECTRON SOURCE

The electron source used in the microengineered pressure sensor and mass spectrometer
devices is field emission from the silicon tip array. It is the most critical part in these
micro devices. Field emission vacuum microelectronics technology is used in design and
fabrication of the electron source. Vacuum microelectronics is a new field made possible
by advances in microstructures and nanofabrication technology. Field emission vacuum
microelectronics devices are novel electron tunneling devices for generating electron
emission into a vacuum environment. Field emission vacuum microelectronics devices
are further characterized by a wide operating temperature range, nuclear radiation
immunity, higher electron emission current density, and lower power consumption than
the thermionic emitters.
By using the field emission micro tip array, the dimension of the devices is
significantly reduced to millimeter scale. Compared with thermionic devices (where
electron emission is caused by thermal excitation), field emission vacuum
microelectronics devices have four major advantages:
(1) The efficiency of thermionic emission is low and therefore thermionic devices
consume more power.
(2) In thermionic devices, preheat time is needed in order to have a hot cathode and
generate emission.
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(3) Field emission devices permit higher integration than thermionic device since more
heat dissipation occurs with thermionic devices and a larger surface and volume per
device must be provided in order to maintain a reasonable operating temperature.
(4) Since the field emission devices operate at room temperature, less thermal
degradation is expected.
However, the field emission devices have two major drawbacks:
(1) The emitters are vulnerable during the fabrication processing. Many processes often
used in the typical semiconductor fabrication process such as blowing nitrogen to
speed-up drying, or using oxygen plasma for descumming, will easily destroy the
emitter tips.
(2) The emission is sensitive to the surface condition of the emitter. A clean emitter
surface is generally required to have reliable field emission.

3.1 Field Emission Theory

Electron emission from a solid surface into a vacuum may be generated by several
different ways such as thermionic emission (the electrons are thermally excited over the
potential energy barrier), photoemission (the electrons are excited over the potential
energy barrier by the incoming photons) and field emission [5-6]. The first field emission
of electrons from sharp points was observed by Wood [7] in 1897. However, field
emission was never well understood until Fowler and Nordheim applied quantum
tunneling to explain and model this effect in 1928 [8]. In 1953, Dyke and Dolan reported
the effect of morphology on emission and suggested that a vacuum arc was initiated by
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field emission [9] [10]. In 1961, Shoulders proposed the first vacuum microelectronics
devices [11].
In field emission, the electrons tunnel through the surface potential energy barrier,
which has been sufficiently reduced by the influence of a strong electric field. The surface
potential energy E for a typical value of Fermi level Ef and work function 4) is illustrated
in Figure 3.1 [12] where z is the distance from metal surface, z e is the distance from the
metal surface at which the surface barrier is maximum.
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An infinitely-deep metal surface from -0o to 0 along the z axis is assumed in
Figure 3.1. An electron situated at a distance z from a plane surface of perfect conductor
is affected by the image force. Therefore, the potential energy of electrons on the vacuum
side of the metal-vacuum interface is given by
V(Z) = Ef

e2
4z

(I)

(3.1)

where Er is Fermi level and (I) is work function and is valid for z 3A. The units of V(z),
Et and (I) are eV.
For z 5 3A, the detailed shape of the potential barrier also depends on the metal
surface [12]. When the external electric field is applied, the electron potential energy is
given by
V(z) E f + (I) —
V(z) = 0 ,

e2
4z

-

eFz

(z zc)

(z z c )

( 3.2)

where z, is determined by V(zo)=0.
There are several equations describing the field. A general emission current
density equation which was derived by Fowler and Nordheim in 1928 [8] is given by

where the current density J is in A/cm 2 , the electrical field F is in V/cm, and the Fermi
level E r and work function (I) are in eV. Another equation is derived with consideration of
the barrier lowering by the image effect [13] [14]. This modified Fowler-Nordheim
equation is
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J(F) —

1.54 x 10 -6 F2 e -6 83x10
(I3st 2 (Y)

7

4) 3/ 2 v(y)/F

(3.4)

where emission current density J is in A/cm 2 , electric field F is in V/cm, work function 1:1)
is in eV, the Schottky lowing of the work function barrier y=3.79x10 -4 F °.5 4. The function
v(y) and t(y) have been computed and shown in Figure 3.2 [15]. The approximation value
of 1.1 for t 2 (y) and 0.95-y 2 for v(y) can be used in Equation 3.4. It is clear from Equation
3.3 or 3.4 that the electric field dominates the current density. It should be noted that a
smaller radius of an emitter not only means higher emission current density J, but also
indicates a smaller emitting area A. If the tip is too sharp, the emission current I may be
decreased because of the smaller product of J and A. A simulation shows the maximum
emission current is at r=1OA based on an extraction voltage of 30V, an extraction
distance of 1 i_trn and a work function of 4.01eV [16]. It should also be noted that the
thermionic emission contribution to the emission current density becomes important
when the temperature rises. In thermionic emission the metal is heated so that the
electrons can be excited over the potential energy barrier. The equation of thermionic
emission is given by
J(T) =120T2e kT

(3.5)

where the emission density J is in A/cm 2 , absolute temperature T is in °K, work function
(I) is in eV and Boltzmann constant k is 8.625x10 -5 eV/°K [5]. For thermionic emission,
temperature dominates the current density whereas electric field dominates the current
density for field emission. Figure 3.3 shows the thermionic current emission and field
emission regions for a range of temperature and applied field for a 4.5eV work function
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emitter [12] [17]. This indicates that at sufficiently high field, the major emission is from
field emission. But at sufficiently high temperature and low field, the major emission is
from theiniionic emission. Some improved Fowler-Nordheim equations for field
emission from semiconductors have been reported [18 ].
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Figure 3.3 Themionic emission and field emission regions of temperature and applied
field for a 4.5 eV work function emitter.
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3.2 Tip Emitting Area and Field Adjustment Factor
In order to analyze the Fowler-Nordheim behavior, it is desirable to derive the formulas
for emitting area and field adjustment factor a=Fr/V, where F is the electric field, r is the
emitter radius and V is the applied voltage. The derivation starts from the FowlerNordheim equation [13]

Then the emitting area r3r 2 can be calculated from Equation (3.8). For an emitter with
constant (1), r and a, the slope is constant during a change of voltage.

3.3 Factors Governing Field Emitter Operation
Electrical breakdown strength, the tip thermal stresses, and the maintenance of a clean
emission surface are factors limiting maximum emitter current over a period of time. For
this purpose, an ultra high vacuum (UHV) system is required. However, the operation of
these devices in vacuum at pressure a high as 10 -3 Torr has been demonstrated [19] [20].
Factors limiting the maximum current density of a field emitter array (FEA) for
various tips were described by Utsumi [21]. One fundamental limit for current density in
an FEA is thermal instability due to Joule (I 2 R loss) heating by electrical current flowing
in a nano scale emitter. The field emission current is approximated by I=Jr 2 where J and r
are the field emission current density at the emitter and the emitter radius, respectively
[21]. If I is too high, the Joule heating effect becomes serious and the emitter tip may be
metallurgically damaged. Utsumi calculated the maximum emission current density
before melting to be

max

= 1 06

V2Tm (7K

(3.12)
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where T M is the melting point (°C), a is electrical conductivity (Qcm) -I , K is thermal
conductivity, and h is the emitter height (cm) from the substrate. J is in A/cm 2 [21].

CHAPTER 4
DESIGN OF MICRO PRESSURE SENSORS AND MASS SPECTROMETER

4.1 Background and Applications
There exists a need for the microengineered gas sensors. In the past twenty years, the
application of microelectronic technology to the fabrication of mechanical devices greatly
stimulated research in semiconductor sensors. Such microfabricated devices are
microengineered sensors. Micromachining technology takes advantage of the benefits of
semiconductor technology to address the manufacturing and performance requirements of
the sensor industry. The versatility of semiconducting materials and the miniaturization of
VLSI techniques promise new sensors with better capabilities and improved performanceto-cost ratio over those of conventionally machined devices. The small size of the
microengineered sensors not only contributes to their potentially low cost, but also allows
them to be integrated with microelectronic circuits, the so-called integrated sensors; thus,
further enhancing their performance [22]. The microengineered gas sensor devices
described in this dissertation are the unique outgrowths of the semiconductor sensors.
They are based on field emission cathodes for ionization. VLSI and MEMS process
techniques are used to scale down the dimension of the existing ion vacuum gauge and
mass spectrometer.
The objectives of this research are to develop a microengineered pressure sensor
for innovating the existing ionization type pressure sensor, and to develop a portable,
economical mass spectrometer system for in-situ gas detection and analyses. The uses of
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the devices include high vacuum measurement, micromachined built-in pressure monitor,
portable chemical gas composition analyzer, and hand-held air pollution detector.

4.2 Design of Microengineered Pressure Sensor
4.2.1 Description of Microengineered Pressure Sensor
This microengineered pressure sensor device consists of a electron source in the form of
cathode tip array structure, an electron accelerating space which includes a gas ionization
volume, and an ion collection electrode. The electron flux emitted from the cathode is
accelerated to energies high enough to ionize neutral gas molecules in the vacuum of the
ionization volume. The ionization rate of neutral gas molecules is proportional to the flux
of neutral gas molecules entering from the surrounding vacuum. An ion collector
maintained at a potential negative with respect to the ions supplies an electric current, Ii on
to an outside current sensing circuit. The external ion current L on is proportional to the
vacuum pressure being measured,
Ilon=q1c1 (5.1)
)

where q is the electron charge, 1-1 is the fraction-ionized factor, and (I) is flux rate of
neutral gas molecules.
This microengineered pressure sensor device further utilizes a magnetic field
created by a permanent magnet to lengthen the electron trajectory. By lengthening the
electron trajectory path within the ionization volume, the fraction-ionized factor ri can be
greatly increased. It is desirable in this device for 11 to be as large as possible with the
resulting increase in minimum detectable signal and signal-to-noise ratio.
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This microengineered vacuum sensor device is used to measure gas pressure. It is
to be fabricated on a silicon substrate approximately lcm by lcm. The top and side views
of the device are shown in Figure 4.1.
In the central area of the substrate, there are the electron emitter ring and ion
collector. The ion collector is surrounded by the cathode ring. The electron anode annular
ring is used to create high electric field that accelerates the electrons. The base of the
silicon substrate is a permanent magnet. A 500 Gauss magnetic field is suitable for this
device.
The basic principle of operation is further summarized as follows: electrons are
emitted from the cathode and enter the ionizing region. In this region, there exists the
crossed electric and magnetic fields. The electric field is approximately parallel to the
substrate, from the annular ring towards the center of the circle. The magnetic field set by
a permanent magnet is perpendicular to the substrate. Due to the effect of Lorentz force,
the electrons travel in the paths of many consecutive circles between the cathode and
annular ring. The circular movement of electron will continue until the electron collides
with the gas molecules and cause them to ionize. The endless electron trajectory results in
a maximum number of ionization events as desired.
For hydrogen, for example, the ionization process is described by the equation of
H+e - --->I-I + +2e - . In order for this to occur, the electron must have sufficient energy to cause
an electron to be released by the hydrogen atom. For this pressure sensor device, the
above condition can be satisfied since the electric field is high enough to raise the energy
level of each electron emitted from the cathode to ionize gas molecule.
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Once ionization has occurred, the ions are attracted and collected by the ion
collector which is biased at a potential negative with respect to the positive ions.
According to the general gas law, the gas pressure P is proportional to the density
of gas molecules n. From the ionization theory we know that ion current I

ron

is also

proportional to n. Therefore, pressure P becomes proportional to L on . By detecting the ion
current L on , the pressure P is measured.

4.2.2 Simulation of Microengineered Pressure Sensor
Figures 4.2-4.5 are operational simulations of this microengineered pressure sensor
device. The computer program SIMION is employed to simulate the trajectories.
SIMION is an electrostatic lens and design program [23]. In SIMION, an
electrostatic lens is defined as a 2-dimensioned electrostatic potential array containing
both electrode and non-electrode points. The potential array is refined using overrelaxation methods allowing voltage contours and ion trajectories to be computed and
plotted. Magnetic field can also be specified for computing ion trajectories in many
electrostatic and magnetic field environments.
Figure 4.2 shows the trajectory of a typical electron emitted from a cathode tip in
the central device area. There will be millions of electrons with similarly shaped
trajectories forming an electron "cloud" around the cathode. The voltage applied on the
anode (annular ring) is V a =1000V. The cathode is grounded. The applied magnetic field
B is 500 Gauss. The initial electron energy is W1=0. The electron trajectory is extremely
long. It is unlikely that it gets collected at the anode unless it collides with gas molecule.
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When the anode voltage V a is decreased to 500V, the radius of the circular
trajectory becomes smaller (Figure 4.3).
On the other hand, the radius of the electron circular trajectory is increased with a
reduction of applied magnetic field. Figure 4.4 shows the electron trajectory with the
magnetic field reduced to 400 Gauss. If the applied magnetic field is further reduced, the
electron will impact the anode where collection occurs immediately.
Figure 4.5 shows the side view of ion trajectories. The ions created in the active
ionizing volume are collected by the ion collector in the central area and measured by the
electrometer connected to the ion collector. An example of an appropriate measuring
circuit is shown in Figure 4.6.
It should be noted that the simulation results of the electron trajectory may not be
very accurate. The simulated electric field near the electrodes is distorted because the
electrodes consist of squares and their edges are not smooth. In real situations, the
electrons emitted from the tips may not travel many consecutive circles. When electrons
travel a circle and are close to gate electrode, their kinetic energy become so small that
most of them will be collected at the end of the first circle by the positively biased gate.
To verify the accuracy of the SIMION, the electron trajectories in Figure 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4
were reversed (the starting and ending points were replaced each other) and the results
remained unchanged. This suggests that despite the shortcomings of the simulation, the
calculated electron trajectories may be fairly reliable. On the other hand, SIMION is a 2D program and cannot describe a 3-D continuing trajectory where in fact the electrons are
not in the plane of the cathode. Some electrons may be accelerated by the electric field
which is perpendicular to the chip (though this field is small compared to the electric field
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which is parallel to chip), and exit the ionizing volume. The electron trajectories shown in
Figures 4.3, 4.3 and 4.4 just represent the ideal situations. In Chapter 6, the experimental
and theoretical data will be compared and the discrepancy will be explained.
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Figure 4.2 Electron trajectory (top view). V a=1000V, B---500 Gauss.
-
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Figure 4.3 Electron trajectory (top view). V a =500V, B=500 Gauss.
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Figure 4.4 Electron trajectory (top view). V a =500V, B=400 Gauss.
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Permanent magnet

Figure 4.6 An example of ion current measuring circuit.
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4.3 Device Parameter Modeling

An important parameter in designing the microengineered pressure sensor device is the
sensitivity. The minimum detectable gas pressure is determined by the device sensitivity.
The sensitivity is defined as [24] the quotient of the ion current at the collector and the
pressure of the gas present in the ion source. The calculation is based upon molecular
ionization theory.
When an electron is moving with a velocity v and then collides with an atom,
kinetic energy is exchanged. If no excitation or ionization results, such a collision is an
elastic collision. The collision becomes inelastic if the gas atom or molecule is excited or
ionized by acquiring energy from the incident electron. Since there is a large number of
particles in a gas and the characteristics of their paths cannot be determined, the collision
frequency cannot be calculated or measured at any given instant. However, because of the
very large number of molecules present, it can be assumed that when the system is in
equilibrium, they are uniformly distributed in space, and their velocities are distributed
according to the Maxwell-Boltzmann law. Under these conditions, the fluctuations in the
frequency of collisions about a mean value are very small. When an electron is injected
into the gas with a velocity v, the probability of a collision of a given type occurring is
dv

=

no

•

dx

(4.2)

where n is the number of particles per unit volume of gas, a is the cross section of the
collision, and dx is the distance traveled in the gas. The mean free path 2 is the reciprocal
of the total cross section no ,
-
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If an electron beam flux rate N (electrons/sec) is introduced into the gas, then the
average number of collisions dN in a distance dx will be approximately
dN = N • dm = Nna • dx.

(4.4)

The concept of collision cross section can be made useful in describing the impact
process and its products. If the electrons undergo na collisions per unit path, some
collisions will be elastic, and another portion will be inelastic which will ionize or excite
the molecules impacted. The total number of collisions per unit length is [25-26]
dN
= Nna = Nn(a el + CYion + CT ex )
dx

(4.5)

where a el , a io ,„ and a ex are cross sections for elastic, ionizing, and exciting collisions
respectively. The number of ionizing collisions per unit length is
dN ion
= Nna ion •
dx

(4.6)

The fraction of collision events that are ionizing fion is obtained by dividing the
number of ionizing collisions na ion by the total number of collisions ncr. Thus
.

ion = Gion =

fion = no
na

6

x

(4.7)

X• ion

where cr=a
el + OFion +a ex•
The values of the ionization cross section Gi on for the rare gases, resulting from
collision with electrons of energies between 10eV and 100eV are given in Figure 4.7
where a c, is about 0.05nm. The ionization cross sections are energy dependent and the
maximum values occur between 80eV and 200eV, above which the cross section
decreases quite rapidly. The increase in cross section is much more rapid between 10eV
and 25eV. These curves show that cross sections increase as the atomic size of the atom
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increases. The ionization cross section G ion for the common gases N2, 02, and H2, is
given in Figure 4.8 for comparison. These curves exhibit exactly the same features as
those of the rare gases.
The sensitivity of the microengineered pressure sensor device can be calculated by
using the discussed ionization cross section. The beam of N electrons per second emitted
from the array of cathode tips travels in the paths of many consecutive circles between the
cathode and annular ring. The average number of ionizing collisions Q between electrons
and molecules per second is
Q Nna i on 1(4.8)
where n is the density of gas molecules, N is the electron flux rate (total number of
electrons/sec emitted from the cathode), and 1 is the average distance each electron travels
in the ionizing region. Assuming all ions are collected by the ion collector, then the total
ion current I r on is
(4.9)

1 ion = Nqn(5, 0 ,,1

where q is the charge of the electron. Since N.q is the total cathode current l e , equation
(4.9) becomes
I ion =

e

(4.10)

a ton I'

The ion current L on can be related to the partial pressure P of the gas species using
equation (2.14) to substitute for n. The ion current L on becomes
I ron = 9.656 x 10 18 — I e cs ion l
T

(4.11)

Cfl

Figure 4.8 Ionization cross section 0-ion for 02, N2, and H2 due to electron impact given in
units of rcao [25}
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where P is expressed in Torr, T is the absolute temperature in °K, a ion is in cm 2 , and 1 is
in cm.
Conversely, if Tion,min is the minimum detectable current for the ion collector, then
the minimum detectable pressure P rnin becomes
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ionization efficiency. The minimum detectable partial pressure P rnin can be reduced
significantly by increasing the cathode electron current I_. This can be seen by inspection
of equation (4.12).
The sensitivity of this microengineered pressure sensor device 7 is

4.4 Design of Microengineered Mass Spectrometer
4.4.1 Description of Microengineered Mass Spectrometer
This mass spectrometer device uses planar geometry [271. It is to be fabricated on two
silicon substrates approximately 1 cm by 1 cm, one is used as the electron source and the
other as the anode to collect the ions. It utilizes an electrostatic and a magnetic field to
have the ions with different masses separated and collected by adjacent and coplanar
anodes. A 3000 Gauss magnetic field permits collection of ions of up to approximately
222amu (radon) for the special dimensions used. Power supply voltage levels are 0 and
Va. For static magnetic fields of 3000 Gauss, the required value for Va is 50V. Schematic

diagrams of this device are shown in Figure 4.9. Chip A is approximately 1 cm by lcm.
There is a strip of tip arrays about lcm by 0.2cm on chip A. The total number of tips is
about 7,000. Chip B measures 1 cm by 1.5cm. There are several ion collectors on this
chip. Each collector is used for a specific molecular weight of singly ionized gas ions.
The principle of operation is as follows: The electrons are emitted from the
cathode tips and enter what will be referred to as the "active region". In the "active
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region", the electrons accelerated by electric field, collide with gas molecules and cause
them to be ionized. For hydrogen, for example, the ionization process for single
ionization is,
H + --> I-I + + 2e - .
In order for this occur, the incident electrons must have sufficient energy to cause an
electron to be released by hydrogen atom. This minimum energy is known as the
ionization energy or ionization potential of the atom. For hydrogen, there is only a single
electron present, and therefore no more than one can possibly be liberated. However, for
atoms with more than one electron, it is possible for multiple ionization to occur. The
energy required for the second ionization is in general higher than that required for the
first, which means that a second ionization is less likely to occur than the first. Once
ionization has occurred, the ions are accelerated by the electric field set up by the
electrodes, and are caused to move in a curved trajectory by a combination of the electric
field and an applied magnetic field. Finally, the separated ions are collected on the ion
collectors (anode). The location of these collectors depends on the computer simulation
result of ion trajectories.
As mentioned in chapter two, the mass spectrometers do not actually respond to
mass, but rather to the ratio of mass to charge. For this reason, it is possible that if a given
mass particle were ionized twice, it would look the same to the mass spectrometer as a
singly ionized particle of half its mass. However, since the second ionization energies are
higher than the first [28], this situation has a much lower probability. The design of this
device is such that the electrons cannot in most cases attain enough energy to cause a
second ionization.
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Figure 4.9 Schematic diagram of microengineered mass spectrometer.
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4.4.2 Simulation of Microengineered Mass Spectrometer
In this section, several structures of this mass spectrometers devices were designed,
simulated, and compared. The SIMION program is used to simulate the trajectories.
Figure 4.10 shows the device I which uses only one substrate. This device is a
surface engineered planar structure. Its length is 1.5cm, width is 1 cm. Due to the
relatively small size of the active region compared to the overall size of the substrate, it
was necessary to simulate the active region separately from the ion collection region of
the device. Figure 4.10(a) shows the entire region while Figure 4.10(b) shows the active
region. The ratio of the scale of these two figures is 10:1. Electrode A is an electron
collector with 50V. B and C are both focal electrodes with -20V and -50V respectively.
D1, D2, D3, and D4 are all OV. Cathode tips on the substrate are grounded. The magnetic
field is 3000 Gauss (directed out of the paper). Electrons are field emitted from cathode
tips and collected by electrode A. Ions created in the active region are attracted by
electrode B, focused by electrode C, and finally collected by one of the collectors Dl, D2,
D3, or D4.
Figure 4.11 shows the device II with two substrates. The vertical substrate (chip
A) containing the cathode is lcm by lcm and the lateral substrate containing the anodes is
1.5cm by 1 cm. Figure 4.11(a) shows the entire device II with ion trajectories. Figure
4.11(b) is expanded 10x to show the active region. The surface of the vertical substrate is
biased at 50V, but the cathode tips array is grounded. Ion collectors D1, D2, D3, and D4
on the lateral substrate (chip B) are also maintained at near ground potential. The main
advantage of device II is that the sensitivity was greatly increased due to its larger active
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region (between the initial point of the highest and lowest ion trajectories in figure
4.11(a)).
The sensitivity results from the ions created and detected (collected). An increased
volume of the ionizing active region results in additional ionization and a resulting higher
sensitivity. The ionizing active region is very close to the cathode tips. The ionizing
volume is determined by the total number of tips. However, as the volume of the active
region is increased beyond certain special limits, overlap of ion trajectories will occur.
This means ions with different mass, for example, Xe+ and Rn + cannot be separated and
collected by adjacent collectors D3 and D4 respectively. A portion of Xe+ will be
unacceptably collected on radon collector D4 and a portion of Rn+ will also be
unacceptably collected on xenon collector D3. Figure 4.12 shows the simulation of the
trajectory overlap problem. Trajectories of Xe+ and Rn+ are selected for illustration in this
figure. Overlap will reduce resolution of this device. The trade-off should be made
between sensitivity and resolution. Since many factors, for example, the uniformity of
applied magnetic field, the sharpness of tips, the distance between neighboring tips, will
effect a change in resolution, the calculation of resolution is very complicated. The
computer simulation results provide trajectory information in which the magnetic field is
assumed to be uniform. Trajectories for different gas species which do not overlap in the
SIMION simulation plot are indicative of the desired performance.
After many simulations, it was found that if an electrode was added to the left side
of chip B (figure 4.11(a)) with the same voltage as that on the surface of chip A (50V),
the active region could be larger but without ion trajectories overlap. Figure 4.13 shows
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the device III. The added electrode F acts like a focal electrode. The ion separation is
much better than device II.
By comparing device I design, device II design, device III design, and many other
structures which are not shown in this thesis, the optimized geometry of the
microengineered mass spectrometer was determined to be device III. It can be seen from
figure 4.13 that nitrogen, krypton, xenon and radon ions are adequately separated by
device III. The active region of device III is the largest. It provides maximum sensitivity.
The remainder of this thesis describes device III.
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Figure 4.12 Xenon and radon ion trajectories overlap. Ion collectors are maintained at near OV. The scale unit is 0.1mm
per square.
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4.4.3 Cathode Design
The critical electrodes in the microengineered mass spectrometers are the cathode tips.
The location of the cathode determines the active, ionizing region. The electrons emitted
from tips must ionize molecules in and only in the active region. Any ionization activity
outside the active region will generally cause dispersion. The electron trajectories are
determined by applied electric and magnetic fields, field emission tip shape and distance
between individual tips and the gate (electron extraction electrode). Figure 4.14 shows the
near-field trajectories of electrons emitted from the cathode tip array. In the design, trial
values for the voltage of electrodes and the magnetic field were selected. Then ion
trajectories were simulated by the aid of the SIMION program. Basically, the design
requires that the maximum volume for the active, ionizing region be selected which will
permit isotope separation. This is done by varying the starting point coordinates of ions (x
-*x+Ax, y-y+Ay) until the overlap of some ions with different mass occurs. In the
optimized design shown in Figure 4.13, the variations in the ion starting point
coordinates, Ax and Ay, are 0.2mm and 2mm, respectively. The product of wxAxxAy is
defined as the volume of active region, where w is the width of the substrate (v 1. /47= 1 cm in
this design). The location of the cathode tips array must be within the area wxAy so that
all emitted electrons can only travel in the active region. Figure 4.15 shows a view of the
cathode-tip array (chip A) and the active region (enclosed by dotted lines).
Simulation results also show that the electron trajectories of most electrons are
approximately a semicircle (Figure 4.14(b)). The maximum height of the trajectories is
less than 2001. Since no electron travels beyond this height, there are no ions created.
Therefore the design requirement Ay__0.2mm is satisfied.
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Figure 4.14 (a) Trajectories of field emitted electrons. The scale unit is 51im per square.
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Figure 4.14 (b) Electrons emitted from one of the tips. The scale unit is 5m per square.
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SIMION version 4.0 is 16,000 array points. In the ion trajectory simulation the tips array
was simply treated as a conducting plane of 50V potential (refer to Figure 4.13, electrode
A). In the real device, the tip inside the small gate opening is grounded and will modify
the electrostatic field and hence the ion trajectory slightly. The contour of the electrostatic
field near a gate opening is shown in Figure 4.16. Ions created near the gate opening
might be dispersed, caused by the curvature of electric contours (Figure 4.16(a)). To
reduce ion dispersion, the cathode tip arrays were divided into ten smaller arrays. Each
smaller array contained three lines of tips. The distance between adjacent smaller arrays is
about 200u. This is larger than the diameter of the trajectory of most electrons. Because
there are no gate openings within the 200g-region where ions are created, the electric
field is uniform and overall ion dispersion is reduced (Figure (4.16(b)). In the region very
near the tip, electrons do not yet have enough kinetic energy to strip off an electron from
a molecule (ionize) upon impact. This cathode design reduces the dispersion of ions at the
ion collector.
The cathode used in the device III is a lateral geometry. It has a simple structure
compared to the vertical geometry. But the current density of the lateral geometry is lower
than that of the vertical geometry. Since there is a large number of tips on the cathode of
device III (total number of tips is 37.5k). This provides enough electron cathode current
for ionization.
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Figure 4.16 (b) Selected ion trajectories (m=222 amu) illustrating minimal local
dispersion effect due to proximity to high E-field. Ions originating far from the cathode
tip have no dispersion. The scale unit is 1.1.m per square.

CHAPTER 5
DEVICE PROCESSING AND INTEGRATION

In this chapter the fabrication processing of the microengineered mass spectrometer and
vacuum sensor devices is detailed. The fabrication processing steps of these two devices
are compatible.

5.1 Fabrication of the Microengineered Mass Spectrometer Device
This device consists of two chips. Chip A contains the electron cathode tip array and the
electron collector electrodes. Chip B contains the coplanar ion collectors (see Figure 4.7).

5.1.1 Fabrication of Chip A with Cathode Tip Array
A critical component of the microengineered mass spectrometer device is the cathode tip
array. The high ion-yield requires as high an electron current from the cathode as
possible. It has been reported that the electron emission efficiency of an array of coneshaped tips array is higher than that of wedge-shaped tips of the same total area [29-32].
In this microengineered mass spectrometer device, several arrays of a large number of tips
are chosen as the cathodes. It is important that field emitters be very sharp since the
electric field scales with sharpness and electron emission is strongly dependent on the
electric field. Sharp emitters also make it possible for the device to operate at low
voltage. The emitter damage by ion bombardment can be reduced at low operating
voltage due to kinetic energy reduction, and therefore the emitter lifetime can be
extended. In addition to a sharp emitter, an optimum field emission device requires many
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other features such as a low work function emitter which helps to enhance electron
emission [8], a high melting point emitter which helps to withstand high temperatures
caused by resistive heating [9], and a small gate opening for a gated emitter structure
which helps to increase the electric field [33]. Also, the dielectric film between electrodes
should have high dielectric strength and the film should be thick enough in order to
maintain the necessary operating voltage without breakdown or significant leakage.
Finally, a tall emitter helps to enhance electron emission [34].
Sharp field emitters can be produced in many ways [35-36]. The emitters in this
device are fabricated by using an oxidation method for sharpening [37-40]. During
oxidation, the preliminary structure is sharpened due to the slower rate of surface reaction
at the tip than at the sidewall. The faster surface reaction rate at the sidewall results in
more silicon being consumed than at the tip and consequently the emitter is sharpened
[41].
There are three mask levels needed for processing chip A. Figure 5.1 shows the
layout of the three mask levels. The overall processing scheme used in fabricating the tip
array is the standard oxidation sharpening method [42]. The starting material is an n-type,
(100) silicon wafer. The major fabrication steps are shown in Figure 5.2 and are described
as follows:
(a) Oxidize a n-type (100) silicon wafer at 1050°C for 1 hour in oxygen to grow a
2000A 3000A. thermal oxide layer followed by spinning photoresist on the surface.
(b) Define silicon oxide pattern. Use lithography to transfer the pattern of mask 1 onto the
resist. The pattern consists of 2

and 44.tm diameter discs. Transfer photoresist

pattern to the silicon oxide by wet etching.
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Figure 5.1 Mask layout for microengineered pressure sensor device
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Figure 5.1 (Continued) Expanded view of cathode area.
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Figure 5.2 (Continued)
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Figure 5.2 (Continued)
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(c) Use the patterned silicon oxide as a mask to etch down the silicon by anisotropic RIE.
The RIE is performed by SF6 and Freon 115 gases using a 50 sccm (standard
cm 3 /min.) flow rate, 150 mTorr gas pressure, and a 400 W of RF power. 5000A of
silicon is etched to form a straight wall structure. This etched silicon wall is used to
obtain needlike tips during a later oxidation srep.
(d) Remove the photoresist and wet etch the silicon under the silicon mask. The solution
consists of 2% HF, 8% CH 3 COOH, and 90% HNO3 (vol%). It is an isotropic silicon
etchant with the oxide etch rate only 0.01 times the silicon etch rate. The etching
process is stopped when the diameter of the silicon disc which supports the silicon
oxide mask is decreased to around 1000-2000

A. This is done by controlling the etch

time. The typical etching time is 3-5 minutes.
(e) Dry oxidize the wafer at 950°C for 14 hours. This step may be repeated a few times to
obtain very sharp tips.
(f) Deposit 8000A of oxide by LPCVD. This oxide layer serves as the dielectric layer
between the gate and the silicon tips.
(g) Spin a thick photoresist layer (6-8t.im) and apply mask 2 to define the metal gate
pattern. This thick photoresist layer will be used for metal lift-off in the following
steps.
(h) Deposit gate metals by using electron beam deposition. The gate metals are selfaligned to the silicon mask during the deposition. The gate metals are 500A titanium
and 2000A palladium. The titanium layer between the oxide and the palladium is for
increasing adhesion between the oxide and the metal.
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(i) Lift-off gate metals by removing the thick photoresist underneath the metal layers.
(j) Spin photoresist and expose through mask 3 to define windows which are opened in
order to remove the silicon oxide mask on top of the tips. This step is necessary for
preventing lateral etch of the dielectric layer underneath the metal, that could cause an
electrical short between the tips and the gate.
(k) Remove silicon oxide mask by wet etching. The solution is 7:1 buffered HF. The
etching time should be less than 2 minutes. Ultrasonic agitation may be employed to
reduced the etch time. This final oxide stripping in buffered HF is used not only to
remove the oxide, but to passivate the silicon tips against further oxidation [43].
(1) Remove the photoresist. The gated tip array is formed.
The SEM micrographs in Figure 5.3 shows the tip formation progress after certain
process steps. In this process, the shape of emitter tips can be controlled by anisotropic
RIE conditions. Figure 5.3(a) shows the SEM micrograph after RIE (step c). Since the
RIE is not a perfect anisotropic etch process, there is some lateral etch under the silicon
oxide masks. This will reduce the aspect ratio of the tips. This RIE step is necessary for
obtaining more needlike tips during a later oxidation step. Figure 5.3(b) shows the SEM
micrograph after isotropic wet etch (step d). We can see the diameter of silicon pillar
which supports the silicon oxide mask is about 2000 A. Figure 5.3(c) is a SEM
micrograph taken after 14 hours dry oxidation at 950°C (step e). The bright region in the
center of the micrograph indicates that the silicon tip is covered by oxide. The diameter of
the pillar doubles due to oxidation. The emitter height can be controlled by anisotropic
RIE time. The completed emitter tip array is shown in Figure 5.3(d). The complete
picture of Chip A is shown in Figure 5.4. The rectangular area on the chip is the field
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emission tip array. An ion focal electrode surrounds the tip array. Below the focal
electrode there are some field emission test cells.
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(a) After RIE (step c)

(b) After isotropic wet etch (step d)
Figure 5.3 SEM photographs show tip array formation progress.
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(c) After oxidation sharpening (step e)
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(d) Completed tip array
Figure 5.3 (Continued)
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Figure 5.4 A complete picture of Chip A.
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5.1.2 Fabrication of Ion Collector
Chip B contains ion collectors. Fabrication of chip B needs one mask level. The major
fabrication steps are shown in Figure 5.5 and are described as follows:
(a) Oxidize a silicon wafer to grow an oxide layer (4000A). This layer is used as an
insulating layer between the substrate and the ion collectors.
(b) Deposit (sputter) an aluminum layer (5000A).
(c) Spin photoresist on the aluminum surface and use lithography to transfer the electrode
pattern into photoresist.
(d) Etch aluminum to form the electrode and remove photoresist. The solution is a
standard aluminum etchant. The temperature is 40°C.
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Figure 5.5 The major fabrication steps of coplanar ion collector
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5.1.3 Package Assembly
Chip A (contains the arrays of cathode tips) and chip B (ion collectors) are connected at a
90° angle as shown in Figure 5.6. An L-shaped metal preform (aluminum, copper, etc.)
can be used as the base for the two chips. The chip A and B are bonded to the surface of
the bent metal. Then the assembly is mounted into a dual in-line DIP package with an
internal ground plane.
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5.2 Fabrication of Microengineered Pressure Sensor

The processing steps for fabricating the microengineered pressure sensor are similar to
thoes of the microengineered mass spectrometer described in the previous section. This
sensor is a monolithic device. There are three mask levels needed for processing. Figure
5.7 shows the layout of the three mask levels.
The chip is mounted into a dual in-line DIP package with an internal ground plane
(Figure 5.8). The ion collector on the center area of the chip is connected to the package
via a stiff wire that is bent above the chip. Figure 5.9 shows an SEM micrograph of the
completed chip.
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Figure 5.7 Mask layout for microengineered mass spectrometer
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Figure 5.7 (Continued) Expanded view of cathode area.
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Figure 5.9 SEM photograph of microengineered pressure sensor chip.

CHAPTER 6
ENGINEERING TEST AND CHARACTERIZATION

The engineering test and characterization consist of three parts: field emission current
measurement, ion current measurement, and ion current separation analysis. This chapter
describes the test environment, test structure, and test circuits for characterization of the
microengineered pressure sensor and mass spectrometer. Also the test results are
presented and discussed.

6.1 Test Environment
The field emission device must work in a high vacuum environment (P<10

-5

Ton). A

high vacuum system with electrical feedthroughs is needed for characterization of the
devices. Figure 6.1 illustrates the high vacuum system used for testing. A mechanical
(roughing) pump is first used to evacuate the chamber to a medium vacuum range (P<10 -2
Ton), then a turbo molecular vacuum pump takes over and continues to evacuate the
chamber to a higher vacuum range (P<10 -5 Ton). Finally, an ion pump is used to lower
the pressure below 10 -8 Ton. The test devices are heated for outgasing. After the system
pumps down to the desired vacuum level, the sample gas inlet valve is opened and the
sample gas enters the vacuum chamber through a small orifice.
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Figure 6.1 Schematic diagram of the high vacuum system used for testing
the microengineered mass spectrometer and pressure sensor devices.
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6.2 Field Emission Current Measurement
6.2.1 Test Circuits Set-up
Due to the short lifetime of the field emission devices, the field emission current and ion
current characterizations are performed on different devices. Figure 6.2 shows the test setup used for field emission current and leakage current measurements. The electron
emitter chip (contains —7000 microtips) and electron collection chip (a metal layer
covering the whole surface) are mounted parallel, i.e., face to face, and separated by
approximately 1001.1m distance. Two power supplies are used to supply stable voltages to
the emitter and the collector electrodes. The collector current I a and the gate current 1g are
measured using two Keithley 617 electrometers. The resistor R is used as a current limiter
for the gate path to protect the emitter tips from current bursts. The measurement is done
under vacuum 10 -7 Torr at room temperature.
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Figure 6.2 Test circuit set-up for field emission current measurement
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6.2.2 Test Results and Discussion
As mentioned in chapter 5, the gated microtip array was fabricated by using the selfaligned method, therefore it has relatively high leakage current between the gate and tips
than those fabricated by other methods. The leakage test is necessary to presort the field
emission chips. This test is done at atmosphere. The maximum voltage applied to the
devices should be lower than 5V to prevent devices from oxidizing during this test step.
An HP 4140B V-Source/pAmmeter programmed by a PC is used to measure the I-V
relations. A typical I-V curve is shown in Figure 6.3. The data of the error bars are based
on 90% of the total devices tested. By performing this leakage test, those devices with
low leakage current are picked out for field emission tests. The reverse biased leakage
current at 150V is lower than 100nA in vacuum of 8x10 -7 Torr.
The field emission characterization tests are performed on cathodes of both
pressure sensor device and mass spectrometer device, which contain 100 and 7000 tips,
respectively. A number of chips have been tested and measured for field emission. When
field emission started, the initial current is unstable. Figure 6.4 shows a typical emission
current as a function of time (device 39-28 with 100 tips). The gate and anode potentials
are maintained constant. The current initially increased for a few minutes. This is caused
by degasing from the surface of the emitters [42]. After reaching a maximum, the current
abruptly drops. This drop in current could indicate burn-out of some of the emitting tips
[44]. Figure 6.5 is a SEM photograph which shows the damaged tip array area . It was
taken right after a two hour field emission test. The current became relatively stable after
a few tens of minutes.
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Figure 6.3 Leakage current as a function of applied gate voltage.
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Figure 6.4 Field emission as a function of time for 100 tip array. Pressure is 8x10 -7 Torr.
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Figure 6.5 SEM micrograph shows the damaged tips after a two hour field emission test.
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The data of field emission current I a vs. gate voltage Vg were taken one hour after
emission began. The Fowler-Nordheim plots of the pressure sensor cathode (device 35-32
with 100 tips) and the mass spectrometer cathode (device 38-11 with 7000 tips) are
shown in Figures 6.6 and 6.7 respectively.
From the slopes of these two F-N plots, we calculate the field conversion factor
air and emitting area 13r 2 by using Equations (3.11) and (3.8). The results are shown in
Table 6.1.

Table 6.1 Values of field conversion factor and emitting area for different cathode.

These values are close to those from other silicon tip field emission studies [13]
[37] [45-46]. From the table we find that the average emitting area per tip is very small. It
indicates that the tip radius could be in the nanometer range. Figures 6.8 and 6.9 show a
comparison of field emission characteristics of the 100 tip cathode and the 7000 tip
cathode.
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Figure 6.6 Fowler-Nordheim plots of emission from a 100 tip array (cathode of pressure
sensor).
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Figure 6.7 Fowler-Nordheim plots of emission from a 7000 tip array (cathode of mass
spectrometer).
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Figure 6.8 Comparison of emission current of a 100 tip cathode with a 7000 tip cathode.
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Figure 6.9 Comparison of F-N behavior of a 100 tip cathode with a 7000 tip cathode.
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6.3 Characterization of Microengineered Pressure Sensor Device
6.3.1 Test Circuits Set-up
The test set-up used for characterizing the microengineered pressure device is shown in
Figure 6.10 The testing chip is mounted on a IC package. A permanent magnet is placed
underneath the package to create a 500 Gauss magnetic field that is perpendicular to the
chip surface. Two power supplies are used. One is for gate voltage supply and the other is
for the electron anode annular ring voltage supply. The ion current is detected by a
Keithley 617 electrometer. The pressure in the vacuum chamber can be changed by
operating the bleed valve connected to vacuum chamber. It should be noted that the
pressure must be lower than 10 -5 Torr during the measurement to reduce tip
contamination, possible oxidation and ion bombardment damage.
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Figure 6.10 Test circuit set-up for microengineered pressure
sensor device characterization
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6.3.2 Teat Results and Discussion
One of the most important characteristics of the pressure sensor device is the ion current
as a function of pressure. Figure 6.11 shows the data measured from device sample 35-28.
As the pressure between 1x10 -6 and 2x10 -5 Torr, the I-P curve is closed to a straight line.
It is consistent with the theoretical analysis. At lower pressure region (P<Ix10

-6

Torr), the

data deviate from straight line. This is caused by noise, capacitance of the feed through
and minimum detection limitation of the electrometer. If noise prevention feed through
and fA meter are used, the minimum detection pressure can be extended by four orders.
After pressure increased to 2x10 -5 Ton, the oxidation of the silicon cause degradation of
the silicon tips. Therefore, the field emission current start to decrease significantly, and
the ion current cease to increase with the pressure. Finally, the field emitters are destroyed
and the ion current drops to zero. For comparison of ionization efficiency with the other
device structure, we define an efficiency related parameter,

where li on is ion current, I' is pressure, and r e is me nem emission electron current. r rum
the data show in Figure 6.11, we have
x=1500 Torr -I
It should be noted that the electron emission current data were not taken
simultaneously with the ion current measurements. The electron current may vary
significantly with the time.
The ratio of ion current to electron current indicates the device ionization
efficiency,
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A—

l ion

Ie

(6.2)

At certain pressure, e.g. P=10 -7 Torr, we have A=1500x10 -7 =1.5x10 -4 .
In Chapter 4, we know the electron ionization mean free path
1

(4.3)

where n is the number of particles per unit volume of gas, and m on is the ionization cross
section of the collision. For oxygen at 150 eV and 10 -7 Torr, 6i,11,4x8.82x10 -17 cm 2
(Figure 4.7), and n,'t-3.25x10 9 cm -3 . Then 2■; ,-.,8.72x10 5 cm. The calculated values of
ionization mean free path for oxygen at different pressure are shown in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2 Values of electron ionization mean free path for oxygen at different pressure.
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On the other hand,
1
A = — = na, on l

(6.3)

where 1 is the average path that each electron travels (one circle). From Figure 4.4, we can
estimate 1-,-,3.14cm. Therefore, we have M.-3.6x10 -6 .
Substituting equation (2.14) into (6.3), we get
A= 1 = no. , 0 „1 = 9.656 x 10 18 x —o- 1
T

(6.4)

Figure 6.12 shows a comparison of experimental and theoretical curves of A vs. P. The
theoretical curve are based on equation (6.4). From the curves, we find that the
experimental value of A is 40 times higher than that of the theoretical value at the same
pressure. The possible reasons that cause the high ionization efficiency are:
(1) The electron current was measured at a different time compared to the ion current.
This accounts for an error in Iionge.
(2) The theoretical calculated A is based on a single 360° orbit for the electron. In actual
fact, the electrons may be traversing the ionizing volume many times, in which the
theoretical value of I ion /I, could increase in proportion to the total electron path.
(3) Localized degasing may cause an increased gas pressure near the tip array, making the
measured vacuum pressure inaccurately low. In this case, the experimental data would
refer to pressures lower than actual.
(4) An ionizing event may be accompanied by the secondary emission of one or more
additional electrons. This phenomenon when included into a more precise calculation
would increase the theoretical value of

a

-ion _e.
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Figure 6.11 Ion current as a function of pressure (pressure sensor). V g=150V. Va=500V.
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Figure 6.12 Comparison of experimental and theoretical A vs. P curves for pressure
sensor device.
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6.4 Characterization of Microengineered Mass Spectrometer Device
6.4.1 Test Circuit Set-up
The test set-up used for microengineered mass spectrometer characterization is
shown in Figure 6.13. Two chips (field emission tip array and ion collector) are parallel
mounted, face to face and separated by a 1 mm distance. Each of the ion collector stripes
can be switched to connected in series with a Keithley 617 electrometer. Different kinds
of sample gases are fed through the bleed valve. These two chips are put in a gap between
two parallel permanent magnets. A fairly uniformed 3000 Gauss magnetic field is built
for ion separation test. Two measurements are performed for characterizing this mass
spectrometer device: ion current vs. pressure characteristic and ion separation.
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Figure 6.13 Test set-up for microengineered mass spectrometer
characterization
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6.4.2 Test Results and Discussion

The first test is to measure the ion current vs. pressure characteristic, which is similar to
the procedure described in section 6.3. During this measurement, all ion collection stripes
are electrically connected together. The ions of all kinds of gases are totally collected, and
no gas discrimination occurred at this point. The ion current vs. pressure measurement is
performed on three different field emission chips, which labeled 38-15, 38-32 and 38-58,
respectively. The average ion current vs. pressure behavior is shown in Figure 6.14. The
analysis of this curve is similar to Figure 6.11. The I-P curve is a straight line for the
pressure below 2x10 -5 Torr,. The device failure happened when pressure exceeded 2x10 -5
Ton, because of the tip degradation. From the data show in Figure 6.14, we have
K=170 Torr -1

The average electron current I e =401AA is used for calculation. To increase the ion current,
the mass spectrometer is designed with great number of field emission tips.
Using Equation 6.2, the experimental value of A at 10 -7 Ton is obtained,
A=0-170x10 -7 =1.7x10 -5 .
Similar to the analysis for pressure sensor device, we calculate the ratio of ion
current to electron current using Equation (6.3). The average electron path I for mass
spectrometer device can be estimated 1500tim (Figure 4.14(b)). The other parameters
remain the same as of pressure sensor. We have A,'z-',5.7x10 -8 .
Figure 6.15 shows a comparison of experimental and theoretical curves of A vs. P.
The theoretical curve are based on equation (6.4). From the curves, we find that the
experimental value of A is 300 times higher than that of the theoretical value at the same
pressure. The same discussion given to explain the discrepancy for Iionge for the case of
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the pressure sensor device also applies to the present mass spectrometer device
discussion. In addition, the ratio of the experimental to theoretical ionizing efficiency is
higher for the mass spectrometer compared to case of the pressure sensor. This difference
may be related to the following factors:
(1) The ion collector covers the whole electron emitting area of the mass spectrometer
device, almost 100% of the ions are collected. But for pressure sensor device, only a
small portion of the ions are collected.
(2) The high electric field between the gate and ion collector for the mass spectrometer
device may induce a plasma arc discharge, which could create a large ion current.
(3) A non-uniform magnetic field may cause deviation of electron trajectories from the
simulation. As a result, the electron paths might increase. This factor is however
considered unlikely.
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Figure 6.14 Ion current as a function of pressure (spectrometer). V g=150V. V a=-200V.
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Figure 6.15 Comparison of experimental and theoretical A vs. P curves for mass
spectrometer device.
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The second test is to evaluate the ion separation ability of the mass spectrometer
device. The resolution of this device is limited by its tiny and simple structure. The
lifetime of the devices is also very short. Therefore, the test of gas analysis capability of
the mass spectrometer is beyond the scope of this dissertation and cannot be completed at
current stage. The goal of this test is to prove the ideas that the spectrometer can be scaled
down to IC chip size, and the ion trajectories can be controlled by magnetic field. During
that measurement, the ion collector is divided into two regions, left and right. All ions
should go to rightside collector when magnetic field is applied. But the ions will go
evenly to both leftside and rightside collectors if magnetic field is withdrawn. Figure 6.16
shows the ion current collected at different ion collector with and without magnetic field.
The testing pressure was 2x10 -6 Torr. When 3000 Gauss magnetic field was applied, the
ion trajectories was bent to upright side and a maximum current of 82pA was measured at
rightside collector. Then the magnetic field was withdrawn, the ions went upward and a
equal amount current of 58pA was measured at each of the left and right side collectors
respectively.
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Figure 6.16 Comparison of ion current collected at different
electrodes with and without magnetic field
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6.5 Device Failure and Lifetime
The vacuum arc phenomenon may completely destroy the field emitters during
measurement. It is initiated by the high emission current density, and is easily happened
during device characterization [13][47-51]. The device failure problem is mainly caused
by this vacuum arc phenomenon, and has been observed in testing the microengineered
pressure sensor and mass spectrometer devices. Low vacuum degree in some local region
of vacuum chamber and material outgasing are possible causes of the vacuum arc. Before
measurements, each device was pre baked for 5 minutes at atmosphere, then put into
vacuum chamber to pump down for couple of days. It could help to reduce the material
outgasing.
The lifetime of the device is limited not only by vacuum arc phenomenon, but also
by the high leakage current density between some tips and gate electrode. Since the metal
deposition is not perfectly directional, some individual tips might be smeared with metal
and the electrical shortage channels formed. This shortage current could cease field
emission and damage the tips. It could also heat some local emission surface area and
cause outgasing. Therefore the vacuum arc could easily happen. To reduce to shortage
current, e-beam directional deposition is used in fabrication the gated electrode. The
thickness of the metal layer is less than 2000 A. The possibility of electrical shortage is
significantly reduced by these fabrication approaches.

CHAPTER 7
SUMMARY

This research work has concentrated on the design, fabrication, and characterization of a
microengineered pressure sensor device and a mass spectrometer device. The main results
of this work are as follows:
(1) A microengineered pressure sensor device has been designed, fabricated, and tested.
The dimension has been scaled down to I cm by I cm. It is the first report of a
magnetic ionizing type pressure (vacuum) sensor with a field emission electron source
on a chip. To date, no such device has appeared in the literature.
(2) Simulation results for the microengineered pressure sensor device show that the paths
of electrons emitted from the cathode tip array are greatly lengthened using our
specially designed structure and carefully chosen combination of electric and
magnetic fields. This makes it possible to scale down the device dimension without
reducing its sensitivity.
(3) The microengineered pressure sensor is a monolithic and planar device, with all
essential features fabricated on a single silicon chip.
(4) The test results for the microengineered pressure sensor device show that the ion
current is a linear function of pressure. This is consistent with the theoretical
modeling and simulation.
(5) A microengineered mass spectrometer device has been designed, fabricated, and
tested. The dimensions have been scaled down to lcm by lcm. A number of different
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structures were simulated and the optimized geometry of this device was selected. It is
the first miniature mass spectrometer using a field emission electron source.
(6) Fowler-Nordheim field emission behaviors was investigated. Our results are closed to
those of other silicon tip field emission studies found in literature.
(7) Due to its simple and tiny structure, the resolution of this microengineered mass
spectrometer is lower than conventional mass spectrometer. The non-uniform
magnetic field also limits the resolution.
(8) The test results show that ion trajectories can be controlled by the crossed
combination of electric and magnetic fields. By changing the applied electric and
magnetic fields, ions of different mass can be directed to different collector.
(9) The test results show that this microengineered mass spectrometer can also be used as
pressure sensor. The ion current is a linear function of pressure.
(10) The device failure of the cathode has been observed. Cathode oxidation and
outgassing are likely responsible for this failure. Because the cathodes of both
microengineered devices are field emission arrays, their lifetime is limited by
oxidation or degradation of the silicon tips. These problems may be improved by
using metal coated field emission tips.
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